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The Return of Suspense & Decision
Charles Mosteller

After a long hiatus from the PBM gaming scene, the PBM 
magazine known as Suspense & Decision has relaunched 
under new management, with Issue #20 being published as the 
July 2022 issue.

Having been previously A PBM Magazine for the 21st Century, 
Suspense & Decision has now been rebranded as Turn Based
Distance Gaming. Issue #20 is a free download, and you can 
grab a copy from the suspense-and-decision.com website.

New editor Jon Capps has said that Issue #21, Sep-Oct 2022 
issue, will be out in September of 2022, but that it will be by 
subscription only. Future issues of Suspense & Decision will 
be published on a bi-monthly basis.

The launch of Issue #20 was not entirely without controversy, as
The Isles PBM GM, Roy Pollard, blasted a portion of it as 
“completely inaccurate” on the PlayByMail.Net Facebook page.

The “inaccuracy” in question was due to Issue #20 being 
composed, in part, of recycled blog postings – one in particular 
titled, In Search of Perfection: Postmortem Examinations on the
Path to Play-by-Mail Immortality. This article was originally 
authored by Raven Zachary in October of 2019 for Issue #20 of 

Suspense & Decision, but since that issue never actually materialized until Jon Capps raised Suspense & 
Decision from the dead in July of 2022, the article in the meantime resided on the Suspense & Decision 
Blog since March 25th, 2021. The article wasn't originally intended as a blog article. Rather, circumstances 
with S&D remaining in abeyance, combined with a desire on Raven Zachary's part to not let the article go to 
waste, resulted in the article at issue ending upon on the blog before finally making its appearance in issue 
#20, when the issue finally saw the light of day. Thus, this dust-up turned out to be a mystery that wasn't 
particularly difficult to solve.

A far bigger problem with Issue #20, from my perspective, was its over-reliance upon recycled blog postings 
to the tune of not one, not two, not three, but four articles previously posted on the Suspense & Decision 
Blog [Paper Mayhem: A Critical Resource During the Heyday of PBM Gaming authored by David Spencer 
and Shannon Muir Broden on April 16, 2021, A Review of Paper Mayhem: Issue #60, May/June 1993 
authored by Raven Zachary on March 11, 2021, and The Research Column: Postal Play-by-Mail Games 
authored by Raven Zachary on March 3, 2021]. The fact of the matter is that most people probably have not 
read any of the articles that were posted on the Suspense & Decision Blog since its inception, and they 
really are well-written articles, in spite of the fact that the one article which was singled out for particular 
criticism by Roy Pollard finally made it to press with Issue #20 so long after originally intended, which wasn't 
actually Raven Zachary's fault. As the former editor of Suspense & Decision before handing it off to Jon 
Capps recently, I feel that I am especially well positioned to make such an assertion.

What shouldn't get lost in it all is the fact that Issue #20 was actually published on relatively short notice by 
Jon Capps. The first “real” issue of substance for Jon will be Issue #21. He'll have more time to refine the 
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end product, and my understanding is that he is going to begin moving to full color front cover art. In fact, he 
already has some graphics people working on it.

I would also point out that Issue #20 was not entirely an exercise in recycled blog postings, for Douglas 
Neman resumed his ongoing saga of Ridin’ Out the Storm: A Galac-Tac Chronicle, picking up right where he 
left off, by bringing S&D readers Episode 9. Furthermore, Bernd Jaehnigen brought readers his Tribal 
Starfleet Trade Report. Of course, it and a Thank You! section near the beginning of Issue #20 saturated the 
issue with an excess of praise and appreciation for me. The sentiments are appreciated, certainly, but that 
same amount of space could no doubt have been put to much better use covering some PBM games.

Why the Suspense & Decision advertisement on page 3 and the KnightGuild advertisement on Page 16 of 
issue #20 were clickable ads, but none of the other ads in this very same issue were, really struck me as 
odd. This is one area were the new S&D could definitely improve going forward. If the hope was that no one 
would notice, then it was hope misplaced. Furthermore, the games listed in the The Suspense & Decision 
Games Index could have been made clickable, as well – yes, all seven pages of them!

I would be remiss to not mention that Issue #20 also featured an article on KnightGuild that was authored 
by Jon Capps (yes the same Jon Capps who is the editor of the new Suspense & Decision magazine). Jon
is the man behind the game that is KnightGuild. This bumpy start aside, the new Suspense & Decision is 
currently the only PBM magazine in town. Support it or not, as you each respectively see fit, but in my 
considered judgment, it's still in a relative state of infancy, and as such, it's way too premature for anybody to
be giving up on it, already. Sure, it has some wrinkles, but they're nothing that Jon Capps can't iron out.

Jon's history with PBM gaming goes back much further than my own. He's no amateur, and I know all too 
well from first-hand past experience that launching a PBM magazine right out of the gate isn't exactly the 
easiest thing in the world. Besides, it's not as though PBM companies and PBM GMs have never visited 
bumpy rides upon their players before, you know. So, to Jon Capps I say, “Good luck!” Most of the 
magazine's readership haven't voiced their opinions one way or the other about the magazine, yet. Keep 
that in mind! Also, Jon didn't have to bring a PBM magazine into existence, again – yet, he did. For that, 
alone, I think that he should be commended. He's a decent and likable and honorable fellow.
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The Official Blog of PBM
Charles Mosteller

When it rains, it pours – and right now, it's
raining PBM gaming! So, what better time than
now to launch a new blog pertaining to PBM?

One recurring complaint that I have encountered
and voiced down through the years is that some
PBM websites are stale looking. In a bid to do
something about the PlayByMail.Net website, I
decided that it was well past time to overhaul a
few things, and part of this overall overhaul that
is envisioned is the erecting of a new blog that is
focused upon PBM gaming.

Especially as a repository for old PBM
advertisements, which are a focal point of
nostalgia for many long time PBM gamers, I
think that this new PBM Blog will in time prove to
be a big plus.

What did they say?
Comments about PBM gaming from around the Internet

Will have to wait and see if the ‘madness’ grips me 
but I love discovering the hobby so far!
Robert Strudwick

Schubert & Son’s Star Master was my gateway to the 
PBM life. Their games were frustratingly error prone, 
but I loved every minute of it.
Kelvin L. Soice

Definitely a unique experience. As a new player, the 
game [The Isles PBM] just oozes depth and quality.
Tadaguff Froote

That's me! Gosh, it seems half a lifetime since I wrote 
those articles for Flagship. Yes, I used to GM Delenda
est Carthago.
Judith Proctor

I don't use the website [http://rickloomispbm.com/], 
but I must say this in Chuck's defense. He runs a tight
ship. Turns are on time. He has not missed a beat. 
Spectacular level of service. Keep up the great work, 
Chuck.
James Rousselle

Did you know?

That Rolling Thunder Games once ran DungeonWorld.
https://web.archive.org/web/20010415175241/http://rollingthunder.com/dw/index.htm

That someone believed that Flagship magazine's most popular feature was the uncensored players' 
comments about the games that they play, which give a lively up-to-the-minute impression of what's 
happening in PBM.
https://web.archive.org/web/20010621235050/http://www.mclink.it/com/agonistika/pbm/fs.htm

That PBM personality and former Flagship magazine editor, Nicholas “Nicky” Palmer, did an interview with 
Agonistika News back in 1993?
https://web.archive.org/web/20010622003135/http://www.mclink.it/com/agonistika/pbm/palmer_eng.htm
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The Devils of Diplomacy
Charles Mosteller

At the risk of losing you forever, let me now confess my undying
love and desperate admiration for the Devils of Diplomacy. If you
don't know who they are, who any of them are, then consider
yourself among the least fortunate of individuals to have ever tread
the dirtball that is this planet.

The Devils of Diplomacy are what I call them. Oh, sure, they have
real names, but don't you dare be fooled by those monikers that
they flaunt about in the “real world.” For they are the Masters of the
Game, the silver-tongued Lords of Diplomacy, the arch-game of all
games. And they dwell in a place called Zines, of which there are – 
and were - many.

Wizards of Wit, they be! Not since the merry old days of a one
William Shakespeare has the English language ever been such
easy prey. Not even the Zines, themselves, are powerful enough to
contain their words, for that which they say now roams the Internet
of Places, alighting upon such obscure websites as 
diplomacy-archive.com, and there resting like dragon treasure, waiting for uncommon men and women to be
lucky enough, blessed enough, or perhaps even cursed enough to discover these gifts from the gaming 
gods.

I freely confess both envy and jealousy of the wit, wisdom and camaraderie that these magnificent tomes 
hold within their pages. If you've never encountered them, never read them, then know that you are all the 
poorer for it. Diplomacy zines are the Archives of the Ages, and those that created them and those that 
wrote them are gift-bearers to the legacy of humankind. Bottomless entertainment awaits any who stumble 
upon these precious collections of words weaved with a magic unique to the Diplomacy community of 
players. The authors of these volumes speak a language all their own, and each zine is a magnum opus in 
its own right.

If you are reading this and are oblivious to that which I am talking about here, then this is destiny calling your
name. If you feel yourself unworthy in totality, then why not sip from the literary fountain that is Diplomacy 
World magazine. It's published by Diplomacy's manservant and Chief Editor, Douglas Kent – and it's free! In 
fact, Diplomacy World #158, the Summer 2022 issue, is now available.

But Diplomacy World, for all of its merits (of which there are many), holds nary a candle to the rich and 
exotic tapestry of words that the many (nay, countless!) Diplomacy zines bring to the table. They offer a 
commanding view of the game and the hobby, and set a standard truly worthy of emulation – both within the
Diplomacy community, proper, and within and across PBM gaming, generally.

When one peruses these Diplomacy zines, one immediately grasps that they are in the presence of much 
greater men than one's own self. Certainly, I can attest to such a feeling sweeping over me any number of 
different times when I have dared to partake of this forbidden fruit of the literary realm. One of these days, I 
really must try my hand at this game called Diplomacy. But first things first – more Diplomacy zines await! 

A matter of priorities, you know.

To saunter through Diplomacy zines is to be in the vanguard of souls feasting in Valhalla. By the gods, my 
appetite for such will never be sated, my thirst never quenched!
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TribeNet is an open-ended, play-by-email (PBEM) game of growth and management, where you are 
the leader of a Clan. Your people build, trade, farm, sail the seas and explore, and, as with all 
growing and expanding populations, there is a need for diplomacy and negotiation. Your people start
off in the middle of nowhere as a nomadic tribe. You know nothing about your environment and you 
have but a handful of skills. You explore your world and build skills and resources. TribeNet 
simulates a nomadic and growing tribal life and lets you choose where it may lead. There are 
components of TribeNet that allow you to become Builder, Trader, Fighter, Sailor and Explorer. The 
potential and possibilities are endless. Can your clan survive and become a civilisation? It’s up to 
you.

https://www.middleearthgames.com/

Middle-earth Games run turn-based, strategy games set in the world of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of 
the Rings and The Hobbit, including elements from ICE's Middle-earth Role Playing under licence 
from GSIL. Play as either the Free Peoples or the Dark Servants, and work together with your team-
mates to take control of the lands of Middle-earth. Earn your victory through a combination of 
martial strength, magical prowess, and economic power. Middle-earth Games is an Origins Award 
Hall of Fame member.

https://www.phoenixbse.com/
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Where We're Heading

Now comes Issue #2 of PBM Unearthed, the newest 
newsletter in all of play by mail gaming, to brighten your 
day and to hopefully leave the taste of PBM in your 
mouth, that you might be all the more tempted to give a 
PBM game a try.

This is another fine mess that I've gotten myself into. I've
got to sort this out, get these issues published (hopefully 
in a timely manner), and not bore the snot out of 
everyone in the process. Feel free to chime in along the 
way, bashing me about the head a bit when I bungle 
things badly. If need be, haul out the Guillotine of 
Criticism. If heads must roll, then they must. . .roll! At the 
moment, there's not many heads involved with this 
whatever it is, so let's not kill it off too quickly eh?

What's the worse thing about doing this sort of thing? 
Fighting the software! It doesn't matter what software 
that I use, it all fights me. Software, it seems, always has
it in for me. Hopefully, Jon Capps is having it easier over 
there at Suspense & Decision magazine.

Regardless, I am enjoying myself, so far. Just don't tell 
anybody that I said that. Writing about stuff is the easy 
part. Truly, it is. Maybe it isn't for everyone, though, 
which could perhaps account for the hesitancy of others 
to contribute to the cause. Gaming is fun, and writing 
about gaming can be just as fun as gaming itself. Well, 
that's been my experience with it over the years, anyway.

My initial goal is to strive to publish ten issues. If I can reach that goal, then we'll try to push beyond it. If I 
can't, then anything beyond that is nothing more than a pipe dream, anyway. I think I can do it. I feel pretty 
good about it, right now. Mainly, I'm debating with myself over whether I want to publish an issue a week, or 
every other week. Do you have a preference? If you do, then shout it out to me, one way or another. It helps 
to know what you like or don't like, want or don't want. It incentivizes me to know what to aim for.

Somewhere along the way of the last decade and a half or so, I realized that trying to persuade others to 
give PBM gaming a try would likely always entail a bit of a struggle. Growth of the overall PBM player base 
is likely to be a long, hard, and perhaps seemingly never-ending battle. The way that we win this battle is 
one player at a time. And along the way, we suffer some losses to the hobby – because there will always be 
some who choose or otherwise have to depart Play By Mail gaming. That's just the cold, hard reality of the 
situation that we face.

I say we, because I'm not in this thing alone. Others of you out there are impacted by the stagnation or 
growth of the hobby. Maybe you're not playing PBM games, anymore. Or maybe you are – or perhaps you're
out there, somewhere, thinking about giving PBM gaming a try (whether for the first time or for the 
umpteenth time). Regardless, I thank you for reading PBM Unearthed, and I hope that you'll continue along 
this journey with me, as I trek through the wilderness of Play By Mail. See ya next issue!

PBM Unearthed is brought to you by PlayByMail.Net.                    Contact: playbymail.net@gmail.com
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